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ABSTRACT
TOPCONS (http://topcons.net/) is a web server for
consensus prediction of membrane protein topol-
ogy. The underlying algorithm combines an arbitrary
number of topology predictions into one consensus
prediction and quantifies the reliability of the predic-
tion based on the level of agreement between
the underlying methods, both on the protein level
and on the level of individual TM regions. Bench-
marking the method shows that overall performance
levels match the best available topology prediction
methods, and for sequences with high reliability
scores, performance is increased by ~10 percentage
points. The web interface allows for constraining
parts of the sequence to a known inside/outside
location, and detailed results are displayed both
graphically and in text format.
INTRODUCTION
Genome-wide estimations indicate that alpha-helical
transmembrane (TM) proteins comprise roughly 20–30%
of the genes in a typical organism (1,2). These proteins are
essential for vital biological functions such as cell commu-
nication and signaling, active and passive transport of
molecules across the membrane, energy-transduction and
cell–cell adhesion.
Prediction of membrane protein topology (i.e. the posi-
tions and in/out orientation of the membrane-spanning
regions) serves to quickly obtain fundamental structural
knowledge of TM proteins in silico. For TM proteins,
computational methods are particularly important since
structural knowledge is diﬃcult to attain experimentally.
Therefore, a correctly predicted topology provides an
excellent template for further studies in the laboratory
and might facilitate and improve functional and struc-
tural classiﬁcation of protein sequences on a genomic
level.
A number of diﬀerent methods have been developed
over the last decades that predict topology with high accu-
racy. Many of these methods are freely available as web
servers, both individually (2,3) and combining the results
from several methods (4). With prediction algorithms
based on diﬀerent principles, it is not a surprising obser-
vation that for a fair amount of proteins, diﬀerent predic-
tion methods disagree about the ﬁnal result, causing
uncertainty about the correct topology. Earlier studies
have stated, for example, that topology predictions are
more likely to be correct when individual methods agree
in their prediction than when they do not (5), but so far
only a few attempts have been made at combining indi-
vidual topology predictions into one consensus prediction
(6–8).
Here we present TOPCONS, a fundamental algorithm
that combines an arbitrary number of topology predic-
tions into one consensus prediction and quantiﬁes the
reliability of the prediction based on the level of agreement
between the underlying methods, both on the protein level
and on the level of individual TM regions.
We also present an implementation of TOPCONS as a
web-server based on the individual topology prediction
methods OCTOPUS (9), PRO-TMHMM and PRODIV-
TMHMM (10), SCAMPI-single and SCAMPI-multi (11).
During the development a large set of combinations using
many diﬀerent topology predictors as an input to
TOPCONS was tested. However, no combination per-
formed signiﬁcantly better than the one used here and
therefore we decided to only use methods developed in
house in the current version of the TOPCONS webserver.
METHODS
TOPCONS algorithm
An overview of the diﬀerent steps of the TOPCONS algo-
rithm is presented in Figure 1. As input TOPCONS uses a
set of topology predictions which are combined into a
topology proﬁle by letting each residue be represented
by three values representing the fraction of methods that
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on the inside of the membrane (i) or on the outside of the
membrane (o). This topology proﬁle is used as input to a
dynamic programming algorithm similar to a hidden
Markov model that has an alphabet consisting of the
characters ‘M’, ‘i’ and ‘o’. The ﬁnal topology corresponds
to the highest scoring state path through this model using
a Viterbi-like algorithm. In each state, the emission score
for the structural category modeled by that state (i, o or
M) is equal to 1.0 and for all other structural categories
it equals 0.0. All transition probabilities are equal to 1.0.
Thus, the ﬁnal prediction equals the state path with the
highest geometric mean score with respect to the topology
proﬁle and the grammar of the model.
Reliability score
A reliability value is calculated for each residue in a
sequence by taking the average over a 21 position
window of the topology proﬁle value for the consensus
prediction of that position (i, o, M). A reliability score
on the protein level is calculated by taking the minimum
value as calculated above.
Dataset
A dataset of 163 sequences with known topology,
compiled by combining the datasets from (10) and (3)
and homology reducing at 30% sequence identity using
cd-hit (12), was used to evaluate the performance of
TOPCONS.
BENCHMARK RESULTS
Using a dataset of 163 sequences with known topology,
the performance of TOPCONS was benchmarked against
eight other topology prediction algorithms (Table 1).
ConPredII (7) is an earlier consensus transmembrane
topology prediction approach, and the other methods
[OCTOPUS (9), MEMSAT3 (13), SCAMPI (11),
HMMTOP (14) and PRO- and PRODIV-TMHMM
(10)] are frequently used single topology prediction meth-
ods. TOPCONS outperforms the only other consensus
prediction method ConPredII, partly because the under-
lying topology prediction methods are more recent, and
achieves accuracy similar to that of the best available indi-
vidual methods. However, the performance of TOPCONS
is not signiﬁcantly better than the best single server
included in the predictions, possibly because the limit of
prediction accuracy given the data available today is close
to have been reached.
Studying the reliability scores (Figure 2); it is evident
that higher reliability scores (i.e. in principle the number
of methods that agree for the sequence position with least
agreement across the protein) correspond to higher prob-
ability that a prediction is correct. In our benchmark set,
71% of the sequences achieved reliability scores above 70,
and among those sequences, the accuracy of TOPCONS is
93%, i.e. 10 percentage points higher than the overall
accuracy for the complete dataset.
Compared to an earlier derived reliability score for
the individual prediction method TMHMM (15), the relia-
bility score of TOPCONS is similar (although the overall
prediction accuracy is higher). A z-value for the reliability
Figure 1. TOPCONS workﬂow: four of the topology predictors make
use of multiple sequence information and require a sequence proﬁle as
input, created using BLAST (18), whereas the ﬁfth method (SCAMPI-
single) only requires the protein sequence. The topology predictions are
used to construct a topology proﬁle, which is fed into the TOPCONS
hidden Markov model.
Table 1. Prediction accuracy for a benchmark set of 163 membrane
proteins with known topology
Method Accuracy (%)
TOPCONS 83
OCTOPUS 82
PRODIV-TMHMM 78
MEMSAT3 76
SCAMPI-multi 75
ConPredII 74
PRO-TMHMM 72
HMMTOP 70
SCAMPI-single 68
The accuracy is measures as the fraction of correct topologies at the
protein level. A correct topology should have the correct number of
TM regions at approximately correct locations and the correct location
of the N and C-termini.
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to get a quantiﬁed comparison between the two reliability
scores independent of the overall prediction accuracy. The
z-value for TMHMM is 6.1 and for TOPCONS 4.8.
THE TOPCONS AND SCAMPI WEBSERVERS
TOPCONS
To make TOPCONS available to a broad audience, a web
server implementing the algorithm has been developed
and can be freely accessed at http://topcons.net/. Given
the amino-acid sequence of a putative membrane protein,
the server outputs the predicted topology using the indi-
vidual methods, as well as the consensus prediction
(TOPCONS) (Figure 3). In addition, ZPRED (16) is
used to predict the Z-coordinate (i.e. the distance to the
membrane center) of each amino acid, and a scale describ-
ing the free-energy contributions of translocon-mediated
membrane insertion (17) is used to predict a G value for
a window of 21 amino acids centered around each position
in the sequence. Optionally, parts of the sequence can
be constrained to a known Inside/Outside/Membrane-
location, by using the Restrainment options, allowing
Figure 3. Example output from the TOPCONS webserver, based on the Bacteriorhodopsin sequence from Halobacterium species (SwissProt-ID:
BACR_HALS4). (A) Topologies predicted by the individual methods, predicted Z-coordinates, and predicted G-values across the sequence. (B) The
consensus prediction, which is based on the individual methods, and reliability score across the sequence.
Figure 2. Estimated probability of correct topology prediction
as a function of reliability score. Of the sequences in the benchmark
set, 71% have a reliability score >70, and among those, 93% of the
predictions are correct. The probability of a correct topology prediction
(y-axis) was estimated as the prediction accuracy among proteins with
reliability score10 from the value given by the x-axis.
Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2009, Vol.37, WebServer issue W467for any combinations of restraints on one or more parts of
the sequence. All results are both displayed graphically
and are available for download in text format. The
BLAST output, which is used as input to the methods,
and high-resolution versions of the images are also avail-
able for download.
SCAMPI
Due to the computational limitations arising from the
need to run BLAST (18) (Figure 1), only one sequence
per query is allowed using TOPCONS, and the prediction
typically takes 10–30s. For large benchmark sets and full
proteome scans, the SCAMPI server, implementing only
the single-sequence version of SCAMPI (11), may be used
instead, which is able to process around 20000 protein
sequences per minute (http://scampi.cbr.su.se/). Here, pre-
diction results are made available in easily parsable text
ﬁles.
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